ABOVE Film Editing Room

Students in MICA’s Film and Video major gain the skills to produce,
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examine, and critique moving images of all kinds. In addition to
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studying the history of fine artists working in the medium, they gain
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sound technical skills in creating time-based art through projects
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in the field and studio. By diving into a variety of electives and
film genres—from experimental to installation to documentary—
students experiment and explore the medium’s full potential
for personal expression. Students interested in narrative and
documentary film can also pursue the department’s Filmmaking
concentration.

SOFTWARE & HARDWARE

TYPICAL STUDIO MINORS

INTERNSHIP PARTNERSHIPS

An expansive selection of
professional film production
equipment, including 16mm film
capability and high-end video
production cameras such as: Sony
FS7, Red Scarlet, Arri Amira, and
more. Post-Production software
includes Adobe Creative Suite,
DaVinci Resolve, and Protools, with
additional Extended Reality (XR)
offerings

Graphic Design, Animation, Sound
Art, Sequential Art, Photography,
Illustration, Filmmaking, Theater,
Creative Writing, Politics & Culture

Most recently students have
interned at Cartoon Network,
Brooklyn’s Whiteboard Pictures, and
Dasan Education in Seoul, South
Korea.

DESIGN SKILLS

Cinematography, editing, studio
lighting, audio production &
mixing, directing, screenwriting,
multi-channel set-ups and video
installation, digital and special
effects, and set construction

INDUSTRY COLLABORATIONS

Collaborations include the Saul
Zaentz Innovation Fund in Film &
Media, The SNF Parkway Theater,
and the Maryland Film Festival.

ELECTIVES & KEY CLASSES

TYPICAL & NONTYPICAL CAREER PATHS

Sense of Place, Alternative
Narrative, Cinematography &
Lighting, Sound Design for the
Moving Image, and Video Art

Filmmaker, Video Artist, Director,
Editor, Producer, Writer, Film
Curator, and Video Journalist

RECENT ALUMNI

Artists working in feature-film production, as cinematographer, and in postproduction for an Oscar-winning documentary short film; producing motion
graphics; creating gallery-based projections and music videos; and pursuing
advanced study in film. They have also screened their work at South by Southwest,
and the Maryland, Sundance, and London film festivals, as well as the L.A. Freewaves,
DC Asian Pacific, and Sidewalk Moving Picture festivals.

REASONS TO HIRE A FILM & VIDEO MAJOR

Our students have mastered a long list of professional
technical skills while developing their creative grit, so
as to best apply their knowledge and tackle challenges
within the field. These mindful young filmmakers see

moments of connection, contemplation and creativity
within our world and understand the importance and
power of the moving image.

LEARN MORE

mica.film.video

mica.edu/career-development

mica.edu/undergraduate-majors-minors/film-video-major/

